THE BUNNIES THAT STOLE EASTER

A Short Story

By: Peyton Boytek
There once was two bunnies, Kevin and Jarod. Kevin and Jarod live on Katy Doubloon’s land in a tiny burrow nestled deep within a big farm. In this tiny bunny house, Kevin and Jarod were making a plan, a plan to steal Easter. On April the first, Kevin and Jarod snuck into farmer Katy’s house and took the Easter baskets filled with candy. They ran as fast as they could back to there bunny burrow to eat all their chocolate treats. As they were munching on chocolate, they heard a knock at their door.

Knock...

Knock...

Knock...

“Who could that be”? asked Kevin.

“It’s the Bunny Police! We know you stole Easter”, replied the strangers at the door.

Kevin and Jarod were scared and didn’t know what to do. So, they decided to run, but the bunny police were carrying their super sticky double bubble gum launchers. As soon as Kevin and Jarod tried to flee, the bunny police released the trigger
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and double bubble gum balls headed straight for them. They bounced off the ceiling and then, POP! Kevin and Jarod were stuck in a really sticky mess. After wiggling and trying to hop, hop, hop, Kevin and Jarod were finally free from the big sticky bubble. Off they ran into the neighboring forest, far away from the bunny police. As they were running, they began to feel bad for stealing Easter and running away. Jarod stopped and said, “We did something bad Kevin, we should clean up this mess, it’s the right thing to do”. Kevin agreed and so they began there journey back to their bunny burrow at the farm. The bunny police were waiting for them as they arrived. They put them on there wagon and off they went to Bunny Jail. Bunny Jail is a place where they make bunnies eat broccoli and there are no carrots! “We don’t want to go here!”, cried Jarod.

The bunny police offered to take them back home on one condition. Kevin and Jarod would have to learn and practice one of the Golden Rules:

Treat others how you wish to be treated.

Kevin and Jarod decided they could learn and practice this golden rule, they would return farmer katy her Chocolates and apologize for stealing Easter. They would no longer do anything bad that could hurt anyone because they wouldn’t want
someone to do that to them. They told the bunny police they were sorry and that they would be good bunnies from now on.

The bunny police could tell that Kevin and Jarod were sincere, so they decided to give them a second chance and let them go home. Kevin and Jarod were so happy. They never stole Easter again.

The End.